Note: Anyone wishing to speak at any Planning Commission meeting is encouraged to do so. If you wish to speak,
please rise and, after you have been recognized by the Chair, give your name and complete address for the record.
You will then be allowed to speak. Please note that the public testimony may be limited by the Chair and normally is
not allowed after the Public Hearing is closed.

ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
MARCH 9, 2010
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:00 PM, Civic Center Council Chambers, 1175 E. Main Street

II.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

III.

CONSENT AGENDA
A.
Approval of Minutes
1. February 23, 2010 Planning Commission Minutes

IV.

PUBLIC FORUM

V.

TYPE III PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. PLANNING ACTION: #2009-00817
APPLICANT: Southern Oregon University
DESCRIPTION: A request for adoption of the Southern Oregon University Campus Master Plan
2010-2020 as part of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. (This plan replaces the previously approved
2000-2010 Campus Master Plan.) COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Southern Oregon
University; ZONING: S-O

VI.

OTHER BUSINESS
A. Croman Mill District Plan – Minority Report

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please
contact the Community Development office at 541-488-5305 (TTY phone is 1-800-735-2900). Notification 48 hours prior to the
meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to the meeting (28 CFR 35.102-35.104
ADA Title 1).

ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
MINUTES
February 23, 2010
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Pam Marsh called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Civic Center Council Chambers, 1175 East Main Street.
Commissioners Present:
Larry Blake
Michael Dawkins
Dave Dotterrer
Pam Marsh
Debbie Miller
Melanie Mindlin
Mike Morris
John Rinaldi, Jr.

Staff Present:
Bill Molnar, Community Development Director
Maria Harris, Planning Manager
Brandon Goldman, Senior Planner
Richard Appicello, City Attorney
April Lucas, Administrative Assistant

Absent Members:
None

Council Liaison:
Eric Navickas, absent

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Commissioner Marsh announced the vacancy on the Planning Commission and encouraged interested citizens to submit
applications to the Mayor’s Office. She also reminded the Commission the March Study Session has been moved to March
30, 2010.
CONSENT AGENDA
A. Approval of Minutes.
1. February 9, 2010 Planning Commission Minutes.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Blake m/s to approve the Consent Agenda. Voice Vote: all AYES. Motion passed 8-0.
PUBLIC FORUM
No one came forward to speak.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. PLANNING ACTION: #2009-01292
APPLICANT: City of Ashland
DESCRIPTION: A request to amend the Ashland Land Use Ordinance (ALUO) creating a new Chapter 18.53
Croman Mill, to amend the multiple chapters of the Ashland Land Use Ordinance to provide consistency with the
new Chapter 18.53 Croman Mill (ALUO 189.08, 18.12.020, 18.61.042, 18.68.050, 18.70.040, 18.72.030, 18.72.080,
18.72.110, 18.72.120, 18.72.140, 18.72.180, 18.84.100, 18.88.070, 18.106), to amend the Ashland Comprehensive
Plan and Zoning Map to include the Croman Mill District, and to adopt the Croman Mill Site Redevelopment Plan
as a supporting document to the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
Commissioner Marsh noted the two letters that were submitted by Mark DiRienzo and Marilyn Briggs. She stated these letters
would be added to the record and officially closed the public record at 7:08 p.m.
Declaration of Ex Parte Contact
Commissioner Miller stated she was contacted by Marilyn Briggs. She informed Ms. Briggs that she could not speak to this
issue and encouraged her to submit a letter. No ex parte contact was reported by any of the other commissioners.
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Staff Report
Planning Manager Maria Harris provided a brief summary of the Staff Report Addendum included in the packet materials. She
explained the report provides options to deal with the issues raised by ODOT, and stated staff is recommending making the
ODOT maintenance yard a special permitted use. Ms. Harris stated this would make the yard a legitimate use, but once it
goes away all that can go in there would be the previously defined uses. She stated staff is also recommending language that
clarifies before the second phase of the central boulevard is built, the ODOT maintenance yard will need to be relocated. Ms.
Harris noted ODOT has also recommended the City update the Transportation Analysis, and clarified this piece is in progress.
Ms. Harris noted the Staff Report includes sample motions and recommended the Commission make separate motions for
each of the separate elements identified. She added the sample motion for 3(a) in regards to the East-West street orientation
might be worded too strongly. She stated this is not an either or situation and the Commission could ask that the Council give
this option further consideration.
Ms. Harris commented briefly on the issues raised by Mr. DiRienzo and stated staff does not believe either option that has
been put forward would make his buildings non-conforming. She stated if he wanted to enlarge his buildings or needed to rebuild them he could do so, but they would be subject to site review. Ms. Harris also clarified the plaza space requirements
referenced by Mr. DiRienzo only apply to large scale developments (10,000 sq. ft or greater or more than 100 ft. in length).
She stated once you reach that size you are required to provide 1 sq. ft. of plaza area of every 10 sq. ft. of building.
Commissioner Mindlin expressed concern that the plan provides preferential treatment for ODOT. Ms. Harris responded that
ODOT is in a unique position because all of the other existing buildings in the district could be allowed in the proposed zone,
but the plan does not provide for ODOT’s public facilities maintenance yard. Community Development Director Bill Molnar
noted he met with ODOT and they assured him of their support for the plan and their desire to find a replacement location. He
stated ODOT’s concern is they do not want to be zoned out until they can find a suitable replacement for their operations.
Commissioner Mindlin noted the proposed language revision in response to ODOT’s concern about the easements and
restated her concern regarding preferential treatment. Staff indicated the proposed language change is more consistent with
what has been presented and intended this whole time. Senior Planner Brandon Goldman noted all of the needed easements
would be contingent on both parties being agreeable. Ms. Harris stated she does not believe this language treats ODOT
differently and stated if the Commission is uncomfortable with the proposed wording, staff is open to any suggestions they
may have.
Upon request, staff responded to the assertions made in Mr. DiRienzo’s letter. Item 1) Clarified staff is recommending Mr.
DiRienzo’s property retain its M-1 zoning designation. Item 2a) Clarified Modern Fan’s newest addition is .45 FAR, which
conforms to the requirements in the Detail Site Review zone. Item 2b) Noted the plaza space requirements have already been
listed. Item 2c) Clarified in the Detail Site Review zone, only structures over 10,000 sq. ft. would be a Type II planning action;
anything smaller than 10,000 sq. ft. is still a Type I. And Item 2d) Clarified Mr. DiRienzo could replace his buildings if they are
damaged.
Ms. Harris explained staff believes the proposed distillery on Mr. DiRienzo’s property could still be built if the property goes
into the Detail Site Review zone. She stated the distillery’s FAR is within the required range and clarified the public
requirement would apply, however the approved plans did have some public space included and this would count towards that
requirement. Ms. Harris noted the Detail Site Review standards currently apply in the downtown area, as well as along all of
the City’s main corridors.
Commissioner Rinaldi stated he does not agree with the assertion that changing the M-1 zoning designation removes this type
of land from the City’s inventory, and stated many of the industrial uses would still be allowed. Ms. Harris agreed and stated a
lot of what people think about when they hear industrial uses are still allowed; what has been removed is the land intensive,
low employment uses (such as junk yards and concrete/asphalt batch plants,)
Staff provided a brief explanation about advanced financing districts and clarified the adoption of the Croman plan does not
obligate Ashland residents to pay for the street installation and infrastructure. The improvements identified for Mistletoe Road
during Phase 1 were identified, and staff clarified the updated Traffic Analysis will look at traffic flows on Mistletoe.
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Commissioner Marsh recommended the Commission move forward with their recommendations. She noted page 11 of the
Staff Report lists sample motions and opened the floor to motions.
Commissioners Morris/Rinaldi m/s to recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map amendments
to revise the Comprehensive Plan Map designations of Industrial, Employment and Single-Family Residential to the
Croman Mill District, and revise the Zoning Map designations of M-1 Industrial, E-1 Employment and R-1 Single
Family to CM Croman Mill including the Compatible Industrial (CI), Mixed Use (MU), Neighborhood Center (NC), Office
Employment (OE) and Open Space (OS) zoning overlays with amendments as follows:
a) Include the Mixed Use zoning overlay (CM-MU) in the Zoning Map amendment;
b) Retain the M-1 Industrial zoning for the properties at 650-750 Mistletoe Road, have the Comprehensive
Plan designation amended from Industrial to Croman Mill, and include the portion of the site adjacent to
the street in the Detail Site Review zone;
c) Extend the Croman Mill District to the properties that are currently outside the city limits, but within the
UGB, with an underlying Mixed Use zoning designation should they choose to annex.
DISCUSSION: The commissioners shared their preferences in regards to whether the property on Mistletoe Road should be
included in the Detail Site Review zone. Commissioners Blake and Morris voiced their support for including this property in the
Detail Site Review zone; Dotterrer stated he was not sure this should be included. Morris recommended it be it included to
protect the area in case the property is sold and someone else wants to develop it. Marsh voiced her support for the motion
and commented on how well designed the buildings along Washington Street are. She stated she is convinced the Detail Site
Review zone will have a big difference and does not believe it will be that onerous. Dotterrer voiced his support for including
the Mixed Use Zoning Overlay and noted these areas are located next to the existing neighborhoods. Miller voiced her
opposition to the inclusion of the Overlay and stated she would prefer to see more opportunities for Compatible Industrial
uses. Regarding (c) Mindlin stated she feels strongly that by rezoning it they are sending a message to future applicants that
this is what the City’s wants, and stated this option was not really discussed or put up for public input. Mindlin recommended
they leave this property in its existing zoning and Commissioner Miller agreed. Mr. Molnar explained if they leave this area in
its current designation, when an annexation request comes forward it will be for the currently identified E-1 Employment Zone,
which receives basic site review. He added the annexation applicants could request a plan designation amendment, but this
adds complexity to the process and is often not what people want to do when they are requesting annexation. The
Commission talked about this further and received further clarification from staff. Mr. Molnar stated if the property is identified
as part of the Croman Mill District, when the annexation requests comes forward there may be a possibility for the Mixed Use
designation to be changed to one of the other two Croman designations. Ms. Harris noted the open space protections would
not apply if the property is not included in the Croman Mill District, and explained as proposed, the property would come in as
Croman Mill Mixed Use, which is very flexible and allows for compatible industrial, office employment, and the option for
residential uses on upper floors. Senior Planner Brandon Goldman added that the City does not have a zone comparable to
the property’s current RR-5 designation, and to keep this property as County RR-5 in perpetuity would require redrawing the
Urban Growth Boundary to no longer consider this area urbanizable. Marsh restated the motion on the floor.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Rinaldi, Miller, Dotterrer, Blake, Morris, and Marsh, YES. Commissioners Dawkins and
Mindlin, NO. Motion passed 6-2.
Commissioner Marsh noted the second sample motion put forward in the Staff Report and listed their options.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Miller m/s to recommend approval of adding a new Chapter 18.53 CM to the Ashland
Municipal Code, with amendments as follows:
a) Revise the Major Amendment section 18.53.020.B.1 to clarify the distinction between a major and minor
amendment as it relates to the changes to street or other transportation facilities as described on page
11 of the February 3, 2010 staff memo;
b) Add the manufacture of food products to the Office Employment (OE) zone as a special permitted use.
DISCUSSION: Commissioner Miller voiced her support for the manufacture of food products to be included. Dotterrer also
voiced his support and stated this will provide more options for people who want to develop in this area.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Dotterrer, Blake, Marsh, Miller, Morris, and Rinaldi, YES. Commissioners Mindlin and
Dawkins, NO. Motion passed 6-2.
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Commissioner Marsh noted their options for motion 3 and recommended the group work through their options before a motion
is made.
Item 3(a): Should the street orientation follow the framework in the proposed Croman Mil District Implementation Plan, or
should the streets and zoning overlays be adjusted to the East-West street orientation?
Commissioner Marsh noted they do not have to choose tonight and can recommend that the Council consider the East-West
alternative. Mr. Goldman clarified the East-West option results in a slight reduction of Compatible Industrial lands (1.3 acres),
and a slight increase in Mixed Use and Office Employment. Blake stated if there is no significant loss of acreage for the
various uses, they should recommend the Council pursue the East-West orientation. He stated the 45° layout is a bad way to
start out, and unless you have flat roofs on the buildings this is bad planning. Rinaldi voiced his support for recommending the
East-West layout. Morris stated he is not a big fan of the East-West layout and is concerned the buildings will get too hot. He
stated he is not sure the revisions that would be needed to the streets are worth the gain in solar savings. Mindlin voiced her
support for the East-West orientation and stated they know for sure this will increase the possibilities for solar and believes
they should lay the groundwork to make it possible for future owners to achieve solar savings.
Item 3(b): Should an alternative location for the northern section of Phase II of the central boulevard as shown in the EastWest Alternative Option map be included as a potential option?
Commissioner Dotterrer recommended they leave the options as wide open as possible. Miller stated she does not think they
should recommend anything since it will be a long while before Phase II happens and they can not anticipate what will change.
Marsh clarified this is what is proposed and they are leaving all options on the table. She clarified they are essentially putting
forward two conceptual ideas that will be need to evaluated when Phase II is designed.
Item 3(c): Should the onsite surface parking limitation be revised so that a higher percentage of the required off-street parking
can be constructed as surface parking on the site until a parking management plan is established for the Croman Mill District,
and retaining the 50% maximum once the management plan is in place?
Commissioner Rinaldi asked if a development put in their own off-street parking, would they be relieved from any future
obligation that comes out of the parking management plan? Ms. Harris clarified the original concept was to have a system set
up so that in lieu of putting in parking spaces, a developer could contribute to the funding of the shared parking structure. She
added if a developer is able to put in their own parking, they will not have to pay for the parking structure as well. Marsh asked
if the Commission would be willing to recommend the parking management plan address alternative options that limit vehicle
traffic on the site. General support was voiced for this. Miller stated she hopes the City will be flexible in how many spaces
they require.
Item 3(d): Should the Green Development Standards (VIII-C-8 through VIII-C-11) be combined to provide a menu of items the
applicant could choose from?
Ms. Harris provided a summary of this issue. She explained these items were previously listed under one standard and they
were recommended, not required. Through the Planning Commission’s discussions, staff revised the language to make these
requirements. Blake stated he would like for these four items to be mandatory; however he wants to be sensitive to concerns
raised regarding the costs of property development. He also commented that there may be some internal inconsistencies and
stated if the final plan includes the original 45° street layout, there will be two west sides and two east sides for each building.
He explained the way the building shading and solar orientation standards are worded assumes the buildings are oriented
north-east-south-west. He stated there may be some logic to using the menu approach and giving the developer more latitude.
Mindlin stated she is in favor of leaving this as a list of requirements, however she noted the standards do not specify how
much or to what degree. Mr. Molnar commented that by not specifying this it provides some flexibility. Dotterrer suggested
they add the language “to the extent practical” to clarify the intent. Mindlin noted this does not mean to the extent practical
financially. Morris stated these are too ambiguous to be requirements, and if they make this a standard they need to quantify
them. Marsh stated she does not support the menu approach and felt they should make these either requirements or
recommendations. General support was voiced for recommending these as standards, but asking the Council to refine them
further.
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Item 3(e): Should the Green Building Bonus standard be revised to reduce or delete the performance bond and penalty
amounts?
Commissioner Marsh noted their options and general support was voiced for deleting the performance bond and penalty
amounts. It was noted the City could reinstate this language if abuse becomes an issue.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Morris m/s to recommend approval of adding a new Section VIII – Croman Mill District
Standards to the Site Design and Use Standards, with amendments noted as follows:
a) Strongly recommend the East-West street orientation as shown on the East-West Alternative Option Map
included in the January 12, 2010 Planning Commission packet materials;
b) For the alternative location of the northern section of Phase II of the central boulevard as shown in the
East-West Alternative Option Map be included as an option.
c) For the on-site surface parking limitation (Standard VIII-B-3.2) be revised so that a higher percentage of
the required off-street parking can be constructed as surface parking on site until a parking
management plan is established for the Croman Mill District, and retaining the 50% maximum once the
parking management plan is in place; and for the management plan to consider multi-modal options and
the possible phasing of parking requirements;
d) To strongly endorse the Green Development Standards VIII-C-8 through VIII-C-11 and ask that the
standards are recommendations, but for the Council to look into making these more specific and
required standards;
e) Delete the performance bond and penalty amounts from the Green Building Bonus standard VIII-C-13.1.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Morris, Blake, Rinaldi, Miller, Marsh, and Dotterrer, YES. Commissioners Mindlin and
Dawkins, NO. Motion passed 4-2.
The Commission moved onto the final motions outlined in the Staff Report.
Commissioners Morris/Dotterrer m/s to recommend approval of revisions of various sections of Chapter 18 to
provide consistency with Chapter 18.53 Croman Mill. Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Blake, Dotterrer, Marsh, Miller,
Morris, and Rinaldi, YES. Commissioners Dawkins and Mindlin, NO. Motion passed 4-2.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Rinaldi m/s to recommend approval of adopting the Croman Mill Site Redevelopment Plan
as a supporting document to the Ashland Comprehensive Plan. Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Miller, Rinaldi,
Dotterrer, Blake, Morris, and Marsh, YES. Commissioners Mindlin and Dawkins, NO. Motion passed 4-2.
Ms. Harris noted the final decision that needs to be made regarding the suggestions brought forward by staff to deal with the
ODOT concerns.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Blake m/s to amend the Commission’s recommendation to the Council for AMC 18.53.040.B
and Croman Mill District Standard VIII-A-1.2 as outlined in pages 3 and 4 of the February 23, 2010 Staff Report
Addendum. DISCUSSION: Commissioner Miller voiced her opposition to the realignment of Grizzly Drive and Tolman Creek
Road which is identified as a requirement for Phase II in Section VII-A-1.2. Marsh clarified the Commission has acknowledged
that Phase II of the central boulevard is going to have to undergo significant planning and design. Suggestion was made to
amend the language to read, “Consideration of the realignment of Grizzly Drive and Tolman Creek Road.” Commissioner
Dotterrer amended his motion to include this clarification and Blake agreed. Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Dotterrer,
Blake, Marsh, Miller, Morris and Rinaldi, YES. Commissioners Dawkins and Mindlin, NO. Motion passed 6-2.
Commissioner Marsh announced this item will go before the Council on April 6, 2010 and encouraged members of the public
to share their input with the City Council. Marsh commented on the possibility of a minority report and noted the procedures for
this to occur. She noted any minority report will need to be presented to the full Commission and they will need to vote on
whether to forward it along with their recommendations.
Commissioner Dawkins shared his frustrations. He stated the primary issues he raised were never discussed and he believes
the process was totally flawed.
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The Commissioners commented briefly on the possibility of a minority report and shared their thoughts. Marsh indicated if a
minority report is prepared, it will need to be submitted to the Planning Commission at their next meeting on March 9, 2010.
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 9:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
April Lucas, Administrative Assistant
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Planning Department, 51 Winburn Way, Ashland, Oregon 97520
541-488-5305 Fax: 541-552-2050 www.ashland.or.us TTY: 1-800-735-2900

PLANNING ACTION: #2009-00817
OWNER/APPLICANT: Southern Oregon University
DESCRIPTION: A request for adoption of the Southern Oregon University Campus Master Plan 2010-2020 as
part of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. (This plan replaces the previously approved 2000-2010 Campus Master
Plan.) COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Southern Oregon University ZONING: S-O
ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING: March 9, 2010; 7:00 PM, Ashland Civic Center

Notice is hereby given that a PUBLIC HEARING on this request to adopt the Southern Oregon University Campus Master Plan 2010-2020 as part of Ashland’s
Comprehensive Plan will be held before the ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION on the meeting date shown above. The meeting will be at the ASHLAND
CIVIC CENTER, 1175 East Main Street, Ashland, Oregon.
A copy of the related documents is available for inspection at no cost and will be provided at reasonable cost, if requested. All materials are available at the
Ashland Planning Department in the Community Development & Engineering Services Building at 51 Winburn Way, Ashland, Oregon 97520.
During the Public Hearing, the Chair shall allow testimony from the applicant and those in attendance concerning this request. The Chair shall have the right
to limit the length of testimony. To receive a notice of the final decision, a person must participate in the public hearing submitting oral or written testimony
and must submit a written request to receive a notice of the final decision.
In compliance with the American with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the City Administrator’s office
at 541-488-6002 (TTY phone number 1-800-735-2900). Notification 72 hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to
ensure accessibility to the meeting. (28 CFR 35.102.-35.104 ADA Title I).
If you have questions or comments concerning this request, please feel free to contact the Ashland Planning Division, 541-488-5305.

G:\comm-dev\planning\Notices Mailed\2010\2009-00817_3-9-10.doc

ASHLAND PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
MINUTES
JULY 14, 2009
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Michael Dawkins called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Civic Center Council Chambers, 1175 East Main Street.
Commissioners Present:
Michael Dawkins, Chair
Larry Blake
Tom Dimitre
Dave Dotterrer
Pam Marsh
Debbie Miller
Melanie Mindlin
Mike Morris

Staff Present:
Bill Molnar, Community Development Director
Derek Severson, Associate Planner
Richard Appicello, City Attorney
April Lucas, Administrative Assistant

Absent Members:
None

Council Liaison:
Eric Navickas

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Community Development Director Bill Molnar announced the first Croman Advisory Committee meeting would be held July 15,
2009, at 5 p.m. in the Community Development Building. He also noted the Council is scheduled to resume deliberations on
the Water Resources Ordinance at their July 21 meeting.
CONSENT AGENDA
A. Approval of Minutes
1. May 12, 2009 Planning Commission
2. May 26, 2009 Study Session
3. June 23, 2009 Study Session
Commissioners Marsh/Dotterrer m/s to approve Consent Agenda. Voice Vote: all AYES. Motion passed.
PUBLIC FORUM
No one came forward to speak.
TYPE II PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. PLANNING ACTION: #2009-00551
SUBJECT PROPERTY: 426 A Street
APPLICANT: Louis Plummer & Sidney Brown
DESCRIPTION: A request for Site Review approval to construct a 3,992 square foot two-story mixed use
building for the property located at 426 A Street. Also included are requests for a Mixed Use Parking Credit, a
Variance to the parking requirements, an Exception to Street Standards, and a Tree Removal Permit to remove
five trees. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Employment; ZONING: E-1; ASSESSOR’S MAP #: 39 1E 09
AB; TAX LOT: 6507
Commissioner Dawkins read aloud the public hearing procedures for land use hearings.
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Declaration of Ex Parte Contact
All of the commissioners declared site visits; No ex parte contact was reported.
Staff Report
Associate Planner Derek Severson presented the staff report for the planning application. He reviewed the condition of the
existing structures on the property, displayed several photos, and explained the Applicant’s are proposing to demolish the
house, shed, and garage, and construct a mixed-use building at the site. Mr. Severson stated the property is located in a
Historic District, however the house is a non-contributing resource. He reviewed the site plan with the Commission and also
commented on the landscape plan. Mr. Severson explained there are five trees on the site that the Applicant’s are proposing
to remove. One of those trees is a large cedar that has been topped heavily and is currently growing into overhead power
lines, while the other four are smaller trees. He noted the building is proposed to be constructed to LEED Standards, and
indicated the most significant portion of this application deals with the parking variance. Mr. Severson provided an explanation
of the parking requirements and indicated the total parking required for the proposal is eight spaces. He stated the Applicant’s
proposal includes one handicap space and three standard spaces, and there is one on-street credit available, so the result is
a shortage of three spaces. Mr. Severson commented on the parking availability in this area and stated in general staff has
observed a 50% to 60% availability during business hours. He added that functionally there is an additional parking space
available in front of the site on A Street, however this space does not count towards their parking total due the substandard
width of A Street.
Mr. Severson stated staff is recommending approval of the application with noted conditions, however there are a few last
minute modifications to the conditions outlined in the staff report:
1) Condition 14d: Include that there is a small section of sidewalk along A Street that needs to be repaired;
2) Condition 1 and Condition 14g: Revise to allow issuance of certification of occupancy if the Applicant meets the
established criteria for LEED certification, with the final LEED certification to come after;
3) Condition 13c: Revise to indicate the maximum lot coverage is 85%.
Comment was made questioning how the two trees proposed for removal impact the parking. Mr. Severson clarified any effort
to move the parking further up would push the location of the building towards the street. He added if the trees are preserved
they would impact the options for the site.
Mr. Severson also provided clarification on the City’s Demolition Ordinance and the process it entails. He stated the
Applicant’s will have to go through a separate process to receive demolition approval and stated if someone wanted to
challenge the demolition, the Demolition Ordinance provides more teeth for this type of challenge than the land use process.
Applicant’s Presentation
Christopher Brown/545 A Street/Applicant’s Representative/Mr. Brown presented images of the structures on the property
and commented on their current state of decay. He stated the house is covered with black mold and a contractor assessor
indicated it would cost over $400,000 to bring it up to a state of livability. Mr. Brown reviewed the site plan and explained the
existing footprint is 1,855 sq. ft, and the footprint of the proposed mixed-use building is 1,998 sq. ft. He noted the two square
footage amounts are comparable and stated they are not trying to do something excessive with the site. He stated the
intention of the Applicant is to be very compassionate with the surrounding neighborhood and stated they see the two large
Cedar trees on the corner to be a significant contribution and want to retain these. Mr. Brown noted the green roof system that
will be installed and stated they will also be including permeable pavers, a permeable parking lot, and bioswales in the
parkway. Mr. Brown commented on the proposed parking layout and noted the availability of on-street parking in this area. He
stated in order to include the number of parking spaces required on the site, the parking lot would have to take up half of the
total lot. He concluded by stating they do not believe this area needs more large parking lots.
Comment was made that this looks like a modern building and it was questioned how it fits into the Historic District. Mr. Brown
commented on the elements taken from the adjacent Craftsman style homes and incorporating the heavy industrial influence
of the Railroad District. He stated their intent was to create moderation between these elements and noted the Historic
Commission’s approval of the design.
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It was questioned why the office space is not delineated on the plan. Mr. Brown responded that the owners are hoping to stay
flexible at this point in order to accommodate the future tenant. Mr. Severson clarified one of the conditions proposed by staff
requires the breakdown to be provided at building permit submittal.
It was questioned if the Applicant is working with the Public Works Department regarding the proposed storm drainage system
for the alley. Mr. Brown asked the project’s engineer, Tom Sissel, to come forward and respond.
Tom Sissel/3501 Excel Drive, Suite 240, Medford/Clarified they have been in contact with the Public Works Department and
the City’s Associate Engineer has come out to the site. He stated they have discussed taking some of the water drainage from
the alley and directing it onto the proposed parking area and to an on-site detention facility; from there it would flow into a
bioswale and to a catch basin at the corner of 3rd and A Streets. Mr. Sissel stated the City’s Assoc. Engineer indicated that the
standard alley requirement is to have everything drain to the center and would not commit to whether they would allow this to
be changed. He stated if staff does not allow this to be changed, they will request to improve the existing drainage and catch
basin.
Commissioner Mindlin commended the Applicant for their efforts and hopes they will be able to implement this system.
It was questioned what level of LEED certification are they shooting for and Mr. Brown clarified that they are on track to
receive Gold Certification.
Public Testimony
Philip Lang/ A letter from Philip Lang was read into the record by Commissioner Dawkins. The letter voiced opposition to the
proposal, specifically the demolition of a 100-year old, historic Railroad District house. Lang recommended that the property
owners be asked to rebuild/reconstruct the property, preserving its authentic beauty and historic presence.
Collin Swales/143 A Street/Stated the building design is fine, but is disappointed another one of Ashland’s small, historic
homes will be removed. Mr. Swales commented on the variance request and stated being located in a Historic District in itself
is not a sufficiently unique or unusual circumstance to qualify for the variance. He voiced his approval for the energy efficiency
of the building, but stated the fact that the Applicant is choosing to make it energy efficient should not qualify them for the
variance. He added approving the parking variance because they are getting a green building is not currently the law.
Anne Golden/247 Third Street/Stated she lives up the block from the proposed project and while she appreciates the efforts
of the Applicant, has concerns with the parking. Ms. Golden commented on the reduction from 8 parking spaces to the
Applicant’s proposal of just 4 off-street spaces, and stated the on-street spaces mentioned by the Applicant are being used.
She noted the residences that use on-street parking on Third St. and stated it is a faulty assumption that the residences will
leave during the day and leave those spaces vacant for the office/retail use. Ms. Golden suggested the building design was
too large for the lot and stated a more modest size building would be a more appropriate scale for the neighborhood. She
thanked the Applicant for their green design, but requested 2-3 more parking spaces be provided on the site.
Rebuttal by the Applicant
Christopher Brown/Stated they were aware parking was going to be an issue. He stated the Palace Café and Noble Coffee
businesses have created some congestion in the area; however at 10 a.m. this morning not one car was parked on the street.
Mr. Brown voiced his concern with limiting the potential of this site because of the ownership of automobiles and added that
this area is not zoned residential; it is an E-1 district. He commented on the necessity to create a commercially viable building
at this site and stated at some point something is going to get built on this corner. He stated his clients are trying to find a
solution that benefits the neighborhood, and noted the letter of support submitted by the neighboring property owner. Mr.
Brown concluded by stating in addition to the parking spaces they are providing on the site, there is potential for 5-6 cars to be
parked on Third Street, and 3-4 cars on A Street.
Letter of support submitted by Tom Bradley, 266/268 Third Street, was read into the record by staff.
Commissioner Dawkins closed the record and the public hearing at 8 p.m.
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Deliberations & Decision
Commissioner Marsh/Dotterrer m/s to approve PA #2009-00551, with the corrected conditions as noted by staff.
DISCUSSION: Marsh stated she is comfortable with the variance and commented on the need to look at the parking situation
in the Railroad District and the entire City as whole, and not on a case by case basis. Dotterrer concurred with Marsh’s
statement and stated he is comfortable with the variance; however, he warned that building a LEED certified structure is not a
criteria for the variance and should not have been referenced in the staff report. Blake commented that anytime you introduce
a new building into a Historic District you face challenges. He noted the proposed building materials and voiced appreciation
for the way the building steps back and keeps with the scale of the historic houses in the neighborhood. Mindlin stated the fact
that A Street is too narrow to award an on-street parking credit is a circumstance beyond the Applicant’s control and therefore
qualifies for the variance. She noted the way the parking has been laid out off the alley, which minimizes the pavement
surfacing is also a reason to support the proposal. Dimitre commented if the required parking cannot fit on the site, this tells
him that the building is too big. Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Marsh, Dotterrer, Blake, Dawkins, Miller, Mindlin and
Morris, YES. Commissioner Dimitre, NO. Motion passed 7-1.
TYPE III PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. PLANNING ACTIONS: #2009-00817
APPLICANT: Southern Oregon University
DESCRIPTION: A request for adoption of the Southern Oregon University Campus Master Plan 2010-2020 as
part of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. (This plan replaces the previously approved 2000-2010 Campus Master
Plan.) COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Southern Oregon University; ZONING: S-O
Declaration of Ex Parte Contact
Blake recused himself from the public hearing due to his affiliation with Southern Oregon University. Dawkins indicated his
father was a teacher at the college and he attended SOSC. Mindlin stated she had received a communication from Rivers
Brown through her work with Transition Town, and noted this document has been distributed to the rest of the Commission
and made part of the record. She also indicated that she performed a site visit. Morris stated he lives a few blocks from the
University, was a student at SOSC, and also donates time to ScienceWorks, which is located on University property. Marsh
stated she performed a site visit, was a student at the University, and also lives a few block away. She added that she had
read the recent newspaper articles and had a brief conversation with Matt Marr regarding the placement of the faculty
housing, however no new information was shared in that conversation. Miller stated she has also read the newspaper articles
and frequently walks by the campus. Dimitre stated he had performed a site visit.
Staff Report
Community Development Director Bill Molnar addressed the Commission and provided a brief overview of the land use
process for this type of application and previous SOU Master Plan updates. He explained the University is required to go
through this process every ten years and this plan outlines the direction the University would like to take over the next decade
(2010 through 2020). Mr. Molnar stated the Commission’s duty is to ensure that the proposed plan is consistent with the
Ashland Comprehensive Plan from a land use standpoint. He added this is a Type III hearing and the Commission will take
public testimony and forward a recommendation to the City Council, who will ultimately make the final decision.
Mr. Molnar delivered the staff presentation on the SOU Master Plan 2010-2020 Update. The presentation focused primarily on
the proposed University housing outlined in the plan, but also touched on campus parking standards and the need for
Transportation Demand Management strategies. Mr. Molnar displayed several photos of the various areas planned for future
development and presented the following staff recommendations:
1) SOU Faculty Housing at Ashland Street and Mountain Ave.
Staff Recommendations: a) Project be subject to a conditional use permit, b) Adopt additional design standards
addressing building scale, bulk, coverage, articulation, etc., and c) Conduct a Transportation Impact Analysis
prior to final design.
2) SOU Housing on Henry Street.
Staff Recommendations match those outlined above for Item 1.
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3) SOU Faculty Housing on Walker Avenue.
Staff Recommendations: a) Adopt additional design standards addressing building scale, bulk, coverage,
articulation, etc., and b) Conduct a Transportation Impact Analysis prior to final design.
4) SOU Mixed Use Housing on Ashland Street.
Staff Recommendations: a) Project be subject to Detail Site Review and Large Scale Development Standards, b)
Conduct a Transportation Impact Analysis prior to final design, and c) Adopt a Pedestrian Safety Plan and
timeline for implementation.
5) Campus Parking Standards.
Staff Recommendations: a) Promote the use of alternate modes of transportation, and b) Refine campus parking
requirements.
6) Transportation Demand Management (TDM).
Staff Recommendation: Require TDM strategies and a timeline for implementation.
Applicant’s Presentation
Craig Morris, Vice President, SOU Finance and Administration Dept/Mr. Morris introduced the University’s consultants for
this project Eric Ridenour, SERA Architects and Greg Covey, Covey Pardee Landscape Architects. Mr. Ridenour stated
the University’s Master Plan is the long range vision of where they would like to go in the next 10 year period. He explained
projects are generally identified in the Plan, and there will be a level of specific site planning that comes later.
Mr. Ridenour delivered a presentation on the Master Plan Update and outlined the following key elements of the Plan:
1) Renovate and expand the Theatre Arts building;
2) Upgrade the Science building complex;
3) Upgrade the McNeal Pavilion area and build a better visual connection;
4) Expand residential capacity by creating more housing for students and faculty on the north side of campus.
Mr. Ridenour’s time expired before he was able to complete his presentation. Before he concluded he clarified the faculty
housing is proposed to be built around the existing park lot, the earlier proposal to move the community garden has been
abandoned, and there will be no attempt to build housing next to Beach Creek.
Public Testimony
David Schieber/586 Glenwood/Stated he lives 100 ft. away from campus property and has a son who attends the University.
Mr. Schieber stated the University’s adoption of green building practices is great, but expressed concern with the lack of
neighborhood participation in the development of this plan. He stated the data is mixed as to whether faculty housing would
work and stated any new buildings should fit into the existing neighborhood and not dwarf the surrounding structures.
Marcia McNamara/1007 Ashland/Stated the previous plan called for classroom buildings to be constructed in these areas
and likes the idea of faculty housing instead. Ms. McNamara stated she has a 2-story house and there are others in her
neighborhood as well, and to say any new structures have to be single story does not take into account what is currently there.
She voiced her support for daylighting Beach Creek and stated she has been favorably impressed by what has been
presented tonight.
Mary Margaret Modesitt/540 S. Mountain/Voiced concern that the only way she was aware of this plan was because a
citizen who opposed it contacted her. Ms. Modesitt recommended the University speak with the community before embarking
on this plan. She commented that there used to be housing along Mountain before the University built a parking lot, and now
they want to turn a parking lot back into housing.
Marilyn Briggs/590 Glenview/Noted she was a Planning Commissioner when the previous Master Plan was adopted and
voiced her opposition to the amount of housing in the proposed plan. She stated student and faculty housing should be
integrated into the community and the proposed isolation seems like the wrong approach. She added the mission of the
campus administration should be providing education, not housing.
Carita Culmer/1069 Henry/Stated the thought of looking out her window at a multi-story monstrosity leaves her feeling cold.
Ms. Culmer voiced objection to the idea of faculty housing and stated this would destroy her neighborhood. She stated the
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University already has a large number of houses and apartments that they rent out at lower rates, and if faculty cannot afford
to live in Ashland, the University should offer a stipend to compensate for the higher housing costs. Ms. Culmer commented
on the community garden and stated landscaping would only detract from its usefulness as an outdoor laboratory and the
University should leave it be.
Colin Swales/143 Eight/Agreed with the staff recommendation for this property to be brought into the Detail Site Review
Zone. He also stated the proposed conditions regarding the Transportation Demand Management strategies and the Traffic
Impact Analysis are appropriate. Mr. Swales commented on increasing student housing on the north side of campus and how
to handle the pedestrian traffic crossing Siskiyou Blvd. He stated there are creative options available and they have an
opportunity to create a pedestrian friendly node. Mr. Swales stated this plan needs a lot more study and far more public input
from the neighbors and the community as a whole.
Angie Thusius/897 Beach/Stated the Master Plan does have some sustainable approaches, but two of the elements are
inappropriate. Ms. Thusius stated the faculty housing would dwarf private homes, and moving 800 students below Siskiyou
Blvd would require them to cross this dangerous street to get onto campus. She stated the students are much safer in the
area they are in now. She also stated that it appears this plan was done in a hurry and with little input from the community.
Commissioners Dotterrer/Miller m/s to extend meeting to 10:00 p.m. Voice Vote: all AYES. Motion Passed 7-0.
Art Bullock791 Glendower/Stated this plan is not up to the sustainability standards we need from a 10-year plan. Mr. Bullock
commented on the assumptions made in the plan and stated these may be drastically off a few years from now (including
what type of housing students prefer). He agreed with staff that the transportation plan needs to be completed first since it will
likely take time to make these types of changes. He stated allowing permitted uses in the plan removes the community’s
option to check in and recommended all of the plan’s components be subject to the City’s Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
process.
Keith Spear/570 Glenwood/Stated if a 2-story building is built as proposed, their mountain views would disappear. He stated
they paid a premium for their home because of the view and recommended the concept of viewscape be discussed. Mr. Spear
stated he would have liked to have seen some sensitivity to the surrounding neighborhood and the University needs to do
more interfacing with the neighbors on a human scale. He noted a letter submitted into the record by Randall Hopkins and
recommended the City not sign away its power in regards to the CUP process.
Jesse Miller/430 Ashland/Stated he has been gardening in the community garden for three years and brought in a sample of
a new variety of garlic he has grown. Mr. Miller stated food security is becoming a bigger concern and community gardens
allow for local control of our food supply. He spoke to the benefits of the community garden and stated this is a place where
agricultural skills are kept alive in our community and the garden also serves as a community meeting place. He noted the
new version of the plan says the garden will be spared, however it is clear that the garden is not a priority. Mr. Miller voiced
concern with surrounding the garden with condos and is wary of the University’s offer to enhance the garden. He stated if they
really want to enhance it, they should increase funding for it. He stated the current plan still moves the parking lot closer to the
garden and it is unclear what is going to happen. He stated he is in favor of affordable housing for faculty, but there are other
ways to accomplish this and faculty housing should be located on the north end of campus if it occurs.
Charles Culmer/399 S. Mountain/Felt that the plan has been kept secret and the neighborhood has not been informed of the
University’s intentions. Mr. Culmer questioned if housing is built on the parking lot, how are they going to compensate for the
loss of parking. He stated the parking lot is there for a reason and requested they be kept better informed.
Sylvain Brown/1067 Ashland/Stated he is a neighbor and student of SOU and should have been informed of this plan a long
time ago. Mr. Brown commented on why he selected to attend SOU, including its small town feel and expressed concern that
the plan seems to be shifting to the idea that bigger is better. He suggested there are more preferable options that would
bolster the school’s image.
Rhianna Simes/433 Liberty/Stated she moved to her house because of the community garden and the feel of the
neighborhood. Ms. Simes stated she is pleased to hear the condos will not be placed on the garden, but said there is still an
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air of mistrust and concern about what the plan actually entails. She commented on the benefits of the garden and stated the
community and the students should be allowed to provide input on any type of future enhancements.
Abraham Bettinger/367 Bridge/Stated he lives close to the University and feels he has been kept in the dark about their
plans. Mr. Bettinger stated he would have liked for the University to put more emphasis into educational programs, and while
he agrees that some of the facilities could be improved, thinks building new housing is a waste of energy. He noted he works
at the community garden and the garden could enhance the green image of the University. Mr. Bettinger stated he is
concerned with the plan and feels it needs to be a lot more transparent and made clear to the community.
Alex Goldman/1153 Iowa/Agreed with the testimony previously delivered tonight and asked the Commission to not allow
SOU to pave over the garden.
Commissioners Mindlin/Dotterrer m/s to extend meeting to 10:30 p.m. Voice Vote: all AYES. Motion passed 8-0.
Rivers Brown/1067 Ashland/Stated he owns a home right next to the University and requested clarification on what happens
to his home in the plan. Mr. Brown stated he does a lot of interaction with the University, however he only heard about their
intentions by reading an article in the newspaper. He commented on the various houses included in the plan that the
University does not have ownership of, and noted how these homes were included in the plan maps detailing where
development would occur. He commented that 2-3 story buildings would block views for residents and the stated the
neighborhood does not want a faculty village placed here. Mr. Brown stated faculty housing is a flawed concept, but if it is built
it should be placed on the north side of campus and commented on why this is a better location. He stated the University
should work with what they have and try to enhance it instead of wiping everything out and starting fresh. He also commented
on the lack of input that has occurred in the development of this plan.
Dawkins noted that this concludes the public testimony portion and due to the limited amount of time remaining suggested the
Commission continue this item to the next regular Planning Commission meeting.
Commissioners Dimitre/Dotterrer m/s to continue the public hearing to the August 11, 2009 Planning Commission
meeting. Voice Vote: all AYES. Motion passed.
OTHER BUSINESS
A. Election of Officers
Commissioners Pam Marsh and Michael Dawkins were nominated as Planning Commission Chair.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Blake, Dawkins, Dotterrer, Miller, Mindlin and Morris voted for MARSH.
Commissioners Dimitre and Marsh voted for DAWKINS. Pam Marsh was selected as CHAIR.
Commissioners Dave Dotterrer and Michael Dawkins were nominated as Planning Commission Vice Chair.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Mindlin, Dawkins, Marsh, Dotterrer, Dimitre and Miller voted for DAWKINS.
Commissioners Morris and Blake voted for DOTTERER. Michael Dawkins was selected as VICE CHAIR.
Commissioners Larry Blake and Melanie Mindlin were nominated as Planning Commission Second Vice Chair.
Roll Call Vote: Commissioners Mindlin, Miller, Marsh, Dimitre, Dawkins and Blake voted for MINDLIN.
Commissioners Morris and Dotterrer voted for BLAKE. Melanie Mindlin was selected as SECOND VICE CHAIR.
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 10:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
April Lucas, Administrative Assistant
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ASHLAND PLANNING DIVISION
STAFF REPORT
July 14, 2009
PLANNING ACTION: 2009-00817
APPLICANT: Southern Oregon University
LOCATION: SOU Campus Boundary
ZONE DESIGNATION: SOU – Southern Oregon University
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DESIGNATION: Southern Oregon University
ORDINANCE REFERENCE:

18.64 Southern Oregon University

STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS:

Goal 2 – Land Use Planning

OREGON REVISED STATUTES (ORS)

Chapter 197 – Comprehensive Land Use Planning
Coordination

OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULE (OAR):

660-030 Review and Approval of State Agency
Coordination Programs

REQUEST:

I.

Adoption of the Update of the Master Plan for Southern Oregon University: 20102020

Relevant Facts
A. Background - History of Application
Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 2 – Land Use Planning, as well as chapter 197 of the
Oregon Revised Statutes requires that the planning activities of Southern Oregon
University be coordinated with the City of Ashland to ensure compatibility with the
City’s Comprehensive Plan and local land use ordinances.
In February of 2000, the Ashland City Council adopted the “Southern Oregon University
Campus Master Plan – 2000-2010” as prepared by Southern Oregon University with
amendments by the City of Ashland.
In August 1990, the Ashland City Council adopted the “Southern 2000 Campus Master
Plan” as prepared by Southern Oregon State College with amendments by the City of
Ashland.
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B. Detailed Description of the Site and Proposal
The plan’s Executive Summary notes that the updated Master Plan has been prepared to
guide the Southern Oregon University campus over the next decade (2010 – 2020).
Student enrollment is projected to increase over this period from 5,082 to 6,000. The plan
prioritizes projects within several distinct campus areas, which includes expansion and
renovation projects for the Theater Arts and Science buildings, as well as deferred
maintenance projects for five key facilities.
The plan proposes a key shift in the structure of the campus through the relocation of
existing housing and a significant increase in future student housing within north campus
areas. New housing will be designed and constructed to contemporary standards on the
university lands north of Siskiyou Boulevard and Ashland Street. By transitioning
housing to the north campus area, existing locations currently dedicated to housing, such
as the Cascade Complex, can be identified for the long range growth of the academic
core of the campus.
The Master Plan update includes an evaluation of the overall structure of the campus,
providing descriptions for proposed and recommended projects that the University would
likely undertake over the next ten year cycle. Future projects are grouped into several
distinct categories, including Open Space, Buildings (Academic and Housing), Athletics,
Other Campus-Related Development and Circulation. The plan also includes design
guidelines for future development, for both buildings and open spaces, which would be in
addition to as well as complement existing City of Ashland site design standards. Lastly,
the Master Plan update provides a framework for sustainable planning, describing the
University’s commitment to set goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other
environmental impacts as well as specifying strategies that outline specific actions.
II.

Project Impact
The campus boundary encompasses approximately 164-acres that is roughly split north
and south of Siskiyou Boulevard. The Master Plan update does not propose an expansion
of the existing Southern Oregon University campus boundary and its corresponding City
of Ashland SO zoning designation.
Overall, staff is excited about the changes being proposed over the next 10-years and is in
agreement with the majority of elements of the Plan. A representative from the
Community Development Department was invited to participate in the update of the
Master Plan and was included in the Steering Group. As with most comprehensive
planning efforts, however, there are several areas and issues covered by the Plan
document where staff believes additional clarification of the city’s position is needed and
has recommended some modifications. Provided below is an overview of key aspects of
the Master Plan where additional coordination with local land use policies is
recommended through suggested conditions of approval. These are organized in sequence
with the proposed projects identified in several sub-sections of the report, which starts on
page 29 with a discussion of the Framework Plan and Campus Structure.
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Academic Buildings – Renovations and Expansions (page 34)
Two buildings are identified as in need of significant renovation and expansion over the
planning period. An expansion of the Theater Arts complex was identified in the SOU
2000-2010 Plan update and is considered a top priority project. The Science building
cluster is also identified for significant reinvestment and expansion.
Figure 12, shown on page 36, identifies structures slated for removal or relocation. The
University owns approximately 30 single family homes that are located within the
campus boundary. Several of these structures may be removed in order to accommodate
new uses. The Plan states that existing structures will be relocated to new sites, except
when structurally unsound. If relocation is not feasible, structures will be dismantled to
recover materials or for recycling potential. Sustainable Guidelines accompanying the
Plan require that recyclable material collection facilities be available for new
construction and renovations projects. It should be noted that building demolition and/or
removal is subject to the City’s Demolition and Relocation Standards.
Staff has suggested that the following condition be adopted as part of the Plan approval
process:
●

Demolition and Relocation of Existing Campus Housing

That in addition to the requirements set forth in the Campus Master Plan for
construction waste reduction and on-site recycling collection facilities, proposals
involving the demolition or relocation of existing campus structures shall comply
with the provisions AMC 15.04.

Housing and Student Life (page 37)
The Master Plan Update proposes major changes in the physical structure of the campus
with respect to the location of student and faculty housing. Currently, the University
houses approximately 25% of its students in campus housing, with almost 700 residents
residing in the Cascade Complex (corner of Indiana and Oregon). The University’s goal
is to replace the quantity of beds in Cascade Complex, with the long term ambition of
land banking the area for the growth of the academic core.
As noted earlier in the staff report, the University is proposing a significant shift in the
location of housing on the campus, with an overall strategy of accommodating up to 2000
students in campus housing and developing the majority of new housing on lands north
of Siskiyou Boulevard and Ashland Street. This long term direction with respect to the
location of future housing raises concerns about pedestrian safety, due to the projected,
considerable increase in the number of students expected to cross the two highways. The
potential impacts of these projects on the local transportation system also must be
carefully evaluated, with needed improvements to the system planned for well in
advance. Lastly, potentially large mixed-use buildings are proposed at prominent
locations along one of the community’s most visible transportation corridors. The design
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of these developments should be consistent with local design standards related to site
planning and building design.
Staff has suggested that the following conditions be adopted as part of the Plan approval
process:
Student Housing
●

Pedestrian Safety Plan
Prior to submission of a planning application for the development of new student
housing north of Ashland Street and Siskiyou Boulevard, the University will work
with the City, Oregon Department of Transportation and other stakeholders in
developing a specific plan for implementation that addresses pedestrian safety
issues. The Plan may include but not be limited to improved crossings with
enhanced pavement design and on-going monitoring of pedestrian flow and safety
issues. Design strategies shall be coordinated and prepared based upon input from
both a traffic engineer and urban design professional.

●

Transportation Impact Analysis and Access Management
That all future housing projects proposed within the north campus area shall be
subject to a transportation impact analysis and access management standards as
described in the City of Ashland Transportation System Plan (TSP). The final
scope of this requirement will be evaluated at the pre-application meeting
preceding the land use application for Site Design Review approval.

●

Building Design
In addition to the mandatory Design Guidelines described in the Master Plan
update, the area designated for new development adjacent to Ashland Street, east
of Walker Avenue, and along Walker Avenue, south of Webster Street, shall be
subject to Ashland’s approval standards for development within the Detail Site
Review Zone (II-C-2), including those additional standards for Large Scale
Projects (II-C-3).

Faculty Village Housing
Faculty Village Housing is proposed for sites where the campus borders existing,
established residential neighborhoods. Consequently, issues of neighborhood context
and building design with respect to existing neighborhood pattern and character are
important to nearby residents. In staff’s opinion, the Design Guidelines provided in
the Plan do not sufficiently take into account the full spectrum of issues related to
infill projects adjacent to existing neighborhoods. The Master Plan states that
building heights adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods will typically be lower
in order to make an appropriate transition to the surrounding context. While
consideration has be given to building height, the 35,000 square foot maximum
footprint for residential buildings is likely inappropriate for some of these infill sites
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at the edge of campus. In addition to the following recommendations, staff would
suggest that the University consider changes and additions to the proposed Design
Guidelines, which clearly address specific elements of neighborhood character
including but not limited to bulk, scale, building footprint size and building
articulation.
Staff has suggested that the following conditions be adopted as part of the Plan
approval process:
●

Conditional Use Permit Approval
Faculty Village Housing proposed along Ashland @ Mountain and Henry Street
is approximately 50-feet from privately-owned property and therefore shall be
subject to approval of a Conditional Use Permit.

●

Building Size and Design
Design Guidelines in the Plan shall be amended to make it clear that the current
maximum length and footprint standards for residential buildings shall not apply
to Faculty Village Housing proposed along Ashland Street (across from
Glenwood Park) and Henry Street. Infill strategies and/or design guidelines for
Faculty Village Housing shall be amended to include specific design standards
related to building scale, bulk, footprint, coverage and articulation that are
sensitive to existing neighborhood character, while still recognizing the need to
accommodate faculty housing at locations and densities that create short walking
distances to campus and encourage the use of alternate modes of transportation.

Circulation (page 44)
The draft Master Plan states that a combination of circulation and open space
improvements to the campus structure are intended to support Plan goals through
promoting a strong “sense of place” for the campus. A variety of circulation changes are
proposed that involve the existing University Way and adjacent service roads, while
improving pedestrian movements and way finding through campus. While staff is
generally supportive of the proposed changes, it is imperative that the plan concepts are
appropriately reviewed and approved by City staff to ensure that emergency access to
campus facilities is not impeded and that potential impacts to the local transportation
system are evaluated and mitigated.
Eastern Gateway
The intersections at Siskiyou/Ashland and Siskiyou/Indiana/Wightman are critical
crossing points for pedestrian traveling between north and south campus areas.
Potential improvements to this eastern gateway were discussed during the planning
process and several suggested changes are described in the Plan. As noted above,
staff would like to reiterate the need to comprehensively evaluate potential impacts
with all concerned parties in advance of any changes.
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Staff has suggested that the following conditions be adopted as part of the Plan
approval process:
●

Transportation Impact Analysis and Access Management Strategy
Modifications to the University’s Eastern Gateway area shall be subject to a
transportation impact analysis and access management standards as described in
the City of Ashland Transportation System Plan (TSP). The final scope of
specifications for preparation of a transportation impact analysis shall be
coordinated through Ashland Public Works Department.

●

Pedestrian Safety Plan
Concurrently with the transportation impact analysis and access management
strategy, the University will work with the City, Oregon Department of
Transportation and other stakeholders in developing a specific plan for
implementation that addresses pedestrian safety issues. Design strategies shall be
prepared based upon input from both a traffic engineer and urban design
professional.

Changes to Campus Circulation System
The City of Ashland Fire Department has evaluated the proposed Master Plan update
and would like to make sure that any changes to the existing circulation system do
not compromise their ability to service the campus.
Staff has suggested that the following conditions be adopted as part of the Plan
approval process:
●

Emergency Vehicle Access

Prior to any changes to the campus circulation system including vehicular and
pedestrian access ways, a site plan shall provided to and approved by Ashland Fire &
Rescue which demonstrates that that the proposed modifications are in copmliance
with the emergency access provisions of the Oregon Fire Code.
Parking
University campus parking is provided by numerous off-street parking lots of various
sizes dispersed throughout the campus. A complete inventory of campus parking
facilities, as well as total space count, has been detailed in Table 2 found on page 23
of the draft document. Currently, there are approximately 100 more parking spaces
located within the campus than required through a strict application of the City’s offstreet parking requirements.
Given that the update proposes a significant increase in the number of students
housed on campus, the draft Plan recommends that parking standards inline with a
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more residential campus be developed. The City’s current policies support the Plan’s
goal to reduce the potential for over-provision of parking.
Staff suggests that the following conditions be adopted as part of the Plan approval
process:
●

Parking Requirements for On-Campus Student Housing

Prior to submission of a planning application for campus housing, the University
shall development, through collaboration with city staff, specific parking standards
for on-campus housing. The standard is intended to reduce an over provision of offstreet parking and stress the use of alternate modes of transportation, by maximizing
the efficiency of established and future campus parking facilities through
consideration of the following strategies:
*
*
*
*
●

The University’s development and implementation of Transportation
Demand Management strategies listed in the Master Plan;
Review of contemporary research and professional publications evaluating
parking generation;
Analysis of shared parking scenarios; and
Review of potential impacts to neighborhood on-street parking supply

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies

That a list of potential Transportation Demand Management strategies accompanied
by a time line for implementation be developed and submitted in conjunction with
campus housing applications.

III.

Procedural - Required Burden of Proof
18.108.170 Legislative amendments
A. It may be necessary from time to time to amend the text of the Land Use
Ordinance or make other legislative amendments in order to conform with the
comprehensive plan or to meet other changes in circumstances and conditions. A
legislative amendment is a legislative act solely within the authority of the Council.
B. A legislative amendment may be initiated by the Council, by the Commission, or
by application of a property owner or resident of the City. The Commission shall
conduct a public hearing on the proposed amendment at its earliest practicable
meeting after it is submitted, and within thirty days after the hearing, recommend to
the Council, approval, disapproval, or modification of the proposed amendment.
C. An application for amendment by a property owner or resident shall be filed with
the Planning Department thirty days prior to the Commission meeting at which the
proposal is to be first considered. The application shall be accompanied by the
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required fee.
D. Before taking final action on a proposed amendment, the Commission shall hold
a public hearing. After receipt of the report on the amendment from the
Commission, the Council shall hold a public hearing on the amendment. Notice of
time and place of the public hearings and a brief description of the proposed
amendment shall be given notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the City
not less than ten days prior to the date of hearing.
E. No application of a property owner or resident for a legislative amendment shall
be considered by the Commission within the twelve month period immediately
following a previous denial of such request, except the Commission may permit a
new application if, in the opinion of the Commission, new evidence or a change of
circumstances warrant it.

IV.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Ashland is fortunate to have Southern Oregon University within the community. The
university adds to the community’s diversity, the richness of our culture, and strengthens
the local economy.
The master planning efforts of the university ensure that it will remain a strong and
viable institution within the Oregon University System, as well as make certain that it
recognizes the values and concerns of the Ashland Community.
Staff endorses approval of the Master Plan update with the suggested conditions noted in
the staff report.

Planning Action 2009-00817
Applicant: Southern Oregon University
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PUBLIC INPUT & LETTERS
RECEIVED TO DATE

CROMAN MILL DISTRICT
Minority Report

CROMAN MILL DISTRICT PLAN
Planning Commission Minority Opinion and Report
March, 2010
This is a report on views expressed at the Planning Commission which would support a
recommendation against proceeding with the Croman Mill District Plan as written. They are not
primarily in contradiction to any of the details which formed the work of the commission over
the last year. We believe that all the commissioners worked hard to hone the details of the plan
that were put up for discussion by staff. Although only the two undersigned commissioners
ultimately voted against recommending the plan, many of the ideas expressed here were brought
forward or supported by other commissioners during the course of discussion. These ideas were,
of course, never put to a vote. Commissioner Dawkins expressed his frustration during the final
deliberation thus, “The approach expressed by this Plan had the full support of staff time,
experience and resources in its preparation, whereas the alternative had nothing to support its
development.”
We respectfully submit the following ideas, suggestions and concerns for the City Council’s
consideration.
1) Croman Mill District Plan (CMDP) Goals and Principles were not met.
The Croman Mill Plan provides a list of community issues and objectives gathered
through the public input process as goals and principles but, in our opinion, does not adequately
address them. See Addendum 1, Evaluation of Goals Objectives and Principles.
2) The CMDP is inconsistent with the 2007 EOA.
The Croman Mill Plan is not consistent with the recommendations of the 2007 Economic
Opportunities Analysis nor with work-in-progress of the Economic Development Committee
a) The uses and standards of the CMDP are predicated on a goal of having businesses
with over 100 employees and high per acre densities. Based on statistics for current employment
densities in Ashland contained in the 2007 EOA, we believe that the employment density targets
are not realistic, the likely result of which will be lack of clarity in specific land use applications,
requests for variances and an undue burden placed on applicants, staff and commission in
interpreting the ordinance on a case by case basis.
b) We are concerned about the lack of an overall plan that identifies locations for all
economic needs throughout the City as recommended in the 2007 EOA, and believe proceeding
on this one area without an overall plan is not wise. Areas of specific concern include
competition with downtown land uses and insufficient land for “edge of town” activities
requiring outdoor operations and larger parcels with less onerous development standards.
c) The 2007 EOA recommends that the site be retained for “industrial” use, whereas the
staff reports have stated that the EOA recommends the Croman Mill Site be developed for
“employment”. We believe this is a significant difference in identifying community land use
needs.
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3) The CMDP should not precede the Economic Development Plan.
As there is currently an overall Economic Development Plan in the works, we believe the
City should put the Croman Mill Plan on hold until the Economic Development Plan has been
completed, and re-examine it at that time for its role in achieving the goals of the adopted
Economic Development Plan.
a) We believe that the high level of design standards and employment density will make
it very difficult for local business start-ups and expansions to be able to afford to locate there.
Providing for local businesses is one of the CMDP’s original principles and appears to be a
primary goal of the Economic Development Committee currently in session.
b) In reviewing the work in progress of the Economic Development Committee, a
completed CM Plan is listed as a strength by technical advisors. However based on conversation
with Adam Hanks, these advisors think having developable land ready to use is a plus, but have
no knowledge of the details, purposes or standards in the actual plan.
4) The CMDP is not integrated with city-wide transportation and land use.
A plan of this importance should be integrated with an overall plan for transportation,
distribution of land use and vision for the city as a whole.
a) We are concerned with the lack of land that will be available for uses such as recycling,
lumber yards and other large messy activities that should be located near the edge of town. We
believe this is the natural location for such activities when looking at the City as a whole. The
Washington Street area is now being referenced by staff as the location for these edge of town
activities, yet has highly problematic transportation access.
b) The current Plan is not truly a multi-use node as proposed in City goals and
Transportation Plan issues. A multi-use node concentrates housing, employment, retail and
services into an area not more than 1/2 mile across for convenient pedestrian transportation.
c) The plan is glaringly incomplete in relation to the Tolman Creek - Signature Street
connection and the Tolman Creek - Ashland Street connections. Fundamental flaws have been
identified and last minute changes have been made which seem to throw out the basic original
design on which the Plan was based, and may or may not address the range of problems which
have arisen. The Transportation Study which will show how much density can be
accommodated without the Signature Street was not completed by the time of the Planning
Commission decision. Many local landowners whose property is crossed by the proposed
Signature Street protested their treatment when we finally held our public hearing. Experienced
professionals have pointed out difficulties with the creek crossing, the relation of the turns to
existing driveways, and the taking of private property. The current state of the street design
present significant problems with the public process.
d) We are concerned that the City will once again fast track a development plan without
adequately preparing for the road connections, as can be seen in the isolated North Mountain
Plan and the developments in the Clay Street area.
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5) The CMDP has insufficient planning for annexable lands.
The “Annexable” portion of the site outside the city boundaries was specifically excluded
during the original public process and should not have its underlying zoning changed in the
manner proposed by the Plan. Currently this area provides significant benefits for wetland
conservation, urban agriculture and affordable housing. Staff has said that the Plan is “only” a
holding pattern pending actual application for annexation, however the new zoning and specific
areas indicated on the map will be used as the basis for any future application. Planning
Commission did not examine this part of the property in detail. Hundreds of people who were
involved in the original charrettes hold the assumption that this area is not included in the Plan.
Therefore we suggest that even if this area has its underlying zoning designation changed, that
specific areas of conservation or mixed use not be indicated on it.
6) The CMDP places a burden on the whole community for Tier 2 Power Needs.
Energy use by the future development has not been analyzed, and the cost to the
community ignored. As the City is already discussing how to meet the increased costs of Tier 2
power, we should be considering the costs that will be born by the whole community for
increased demand caused by the project. If adopted, the CMDP should require the development
to be Net Zero Energy, meaning buildings would be required to produce as much renewable
energy on site as their projected use. This may sound like an onerous requirement, but research
shows that it should be attainable with a reasonable “pay-back” period. Discussion is already
occurring at both the local and regional level about meeting future energy needs through
conservation and on-site renewable energy. We should include standards that mandate this
approach in the CMDP.
7) CMDP does not aggressively manage growth.
The effects of an additional 2,000 - 3,000 jobs on the overall growth of the city’s
population have not been analyzed. The City Council’s vision of the future includes the
statement “aggressively manage growth.” We believe we should start that proactive response
here with an analysis of the pressures on existing housing and increased housing development
that will be created through this employment expansion and the services needed to support it.
8) CMDP will need community funding.
Although staff has made it clear that discussion of ways to fund the project such as Urban
Renewal or Enterprise Zones are not within the purview of the Planning Commission, we are
concerned that adoption of this Plan will create an obligation for City funding that has not been
adequately considered or agreed upon. Creating a large body of new expensive standards will
compel a sense of responsibility to provide financial support to their achievement. The City has
already spent enormous funds on staff time in support of this Plan which essentially benefits a
single landowner, and is likely to consider it “too big to fail”. A great deal of additional time will
be required to create a parking plan, figure out where and how the street will actually go, apply
for grants and investigate and create financial mechanisms to support the infrastructure. If an
Urban Renewal District is formed, the community will further finance the project through paying
for the area’s services while their own service fees are used to pay for their infrastructure.
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9) It is unknown whether the CMDP density will support the cost of infrastructure.
The high density urban vision laid out by consultants is reputedly necessary to support
the infrastructure required by the project, yet the progress of the plan has been to reduce these
ideas to ones more consistent with current city standards. Heights have been reduced and density
has become a goal not a requirement. Incentives to vertical growth are not well established. The
coming traffic study will likely place further limits on the allowable amount of density. We have
not analyzed the economic viability of the planned infrastructure without the proposed density.
This analysis should be completed and should support this approach4 before approval of the
plan.
10) Confusion in Relationship Between Commission and Council.
The commissioners wish to draw Council’s attention to problems in the working
relationship between the two bodies. The Planning Commission worked for numerous sessions
and many hours of consideration on the CMDP before having a closely split vote when sending a
recommendation to proceed to the Council. The Council discussed the CMDP for about 10
minutes when they decided to move forward with the Plan. Issues raised by the dissenting
Planning Commissioners were not mentioned during this discussion.
Following Council’s vote, it was represented to the Planning Commission that the
Council had already adopted all the general assumptions of the CMDP, and our only job was to
iron out some details about the wording of the design standards and specific uses. Private
conversations between some Planning Commissioners and some Councilors revealed that not all
Councilors shared this view of their decision. In general, the lack of significant discussion on
the record by the Council created doubt and confusion about their intent and what issues were
still under discussion. Furthermore, minority commissioners got the impression that their
concerns were never represented, discussed or considered by members of the Council.
11) The CMDP had poor public process.
Significant inadequacies in the public process have occurred in relation to the Croman
Mill Plan.
a) It is our observation that the Crandall Arambula consultants had a preconceived plan
by the time of the first public meeting, and proceeded with leading questions, limited responses
to input and a process designed to confirm support of that plan.
b) Large pieces of property that were excluded from the original public discussions are
now included in the rezoning. This is unfair and perceived as illegitimate by those concerned.
• i) As discussed above, the annexable portion was excluded from discussion during the
public charrettes. Crandall Arambula said publicly that the annexable section of land was not
part of the CMDP. No targetted attempt has been made to include stakeholders in the change.
• ii) A large parcel on Mistletoe was only included in the rezoning in 2010. Although the
Planning Commission has recommended that the property not be included in the CMDP, it has
placed additional new requirements on that property alone.
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c) All but one of the property owners in the area covered by the CMDP, other than the
owners of the Croman Mill site itself, have expressed disapproval of the Plan. Key stakeholders
for the street development have stated their complete opposition. These property owners
consider the CMP to be a “down zoning” of their property. Since their property has had its actual
zoning changed, this is not just a case of NIMBY.
d) Having a well conceived and widely appreciated route for the new signature street
seemed for long the one good thing about this Plan. Recent testimony challenges that notion and
the City Staff has drawn an alternative route, commissioned a traffic study for a different or
interim route, discussed the possibility that the area will be permanently served by a lesser street
from Tolman Creek Road, and the general feeling is that the Signature Street is unlikely to be
built as conceived. This change from the Plan that was put through the public process should be
the last straw and lead to rejection of the CMDP.
e) The CMDP public process was lacking in citizen support and trust building. I refer
you to the feature article in the winter 2010 issue of the Planning Commissioners Journal,
Building Your Planning Process from the Ground Up, which clearly shows the many things that
should be done, and which we have failed to do, in an effective large scale planning process.
Most importantly, they point out that, “It is tempting to use the public process as a means to
obtain political cover for a pre-ordained planning agenda, rather than as a forum for open
decision making. This is ultimately self-defeating because it erodes community trust.”
Respectfully Submitted,

__________________________________
Commissioner Melanie Mindlin

__________________________________
Commissioner Michael Dawkins
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ADDENDUM 1
GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
As stated above in Item #1, the Croman Mill District Plan provides a list of community issues
and objectives gathered through the public input process as goals and principles but, in our
opinion, does not successfully address these issues.
On the City’s website the Project Goals are listed as:
• Maximizing opportunities for business development and employment growth.
Evaluation: The standards restrict development to certain categories which discriminate against
smaller businesses and those with lower capitalization (like local business start-ups and
expansions). Local property owners have expressed strong belief that the Plan will be a
detriment to the development of businesses in the area. No business leaders have voiced support
for the plan. (See #2 and #3, above.)
• Analyzing transportation connections from within the area to the city wide
transportation system.
Evaluation: In the last few meetings, both the connection to Tolman Creek and the route of the
signature street have been questioned and possibly abandoned. Issues about the connection to
Ashland Street and the freeway have not been addressed. An actionable analysis has not been
achieved. (See #4 ©, above.)
• Determining appropriate land uses for the area.
Evaluation: We believe that singling out land uses for this area without a citywide economic and
land use plan cannot be successful at determining appropriate choices. (See #2(b) and #4(a),
above.)
• Identifying development scenarios to address potential on-site clean up.
Evaluation: We have heard nothing about this, and commissioners have been discouraged from
considering the potential challenges.
• Creation of a comprehensive parking management plan.
Evaluation: A comprehensive parking management plan has not been created, and has been put
off to a later time. After the CMDP is adopted, there will then be little opportunity to integrate
related concerns into the Plan. The parking management plan is primarily an intent to build an
expensive parking structure. The economic feasibility of this plan has not been analyzed, and the
final recommendation releases developers from participation if they build before it is created. To
achieve the status of a transit node, the parking plan should be based on public transportation.
(See #4(b), #8 and #9, above.)
• Incorporating sustainable and energy efficient development practices
Evaluation: This objective has not been achieved. Standards for energy efficiency have not been
addressed. Green street standards have been discussed but not completed. Significant questions
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have been raised, but not answered, about best use water practices. An alternate proposal for reorienting streets for better solar access has been proposed, but not incorporated. The final
recommendation makes the sustainability portions of the CMP as guidelines, not requirements.
*

*

*

*

*

*

In the Plan submitted by Crandall Arambula, we draw your attention to these “Principles” in
particular, which we believe were not adequately addressed:
• Create parcels with the flexibility to support local new and small business, existing
business expansion and large employers.
Evaluation: This “principle” has not been applied to the CMDP. Staff has told
commission that only employers with over 100 employees are wanted for this
development and that the Standards are designed to accomplish that goal. This large
employer principle was a given in all work on Uses and Standards.
• Consider a range of housing options.
Evaluation: We have only 2nd story housing over businesses. As this housing is part of the
zoning, there is no affordable housing required.
• Do not create uses that compete with downtown.
Evaluation: This issue has not been analyzed, and the lack of city-wide planning for land uses
is a major failure of the CMDP.
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FEATURE

Building Your Planning Process From the Ground Up
by

t's time for the final public
haring on a zoning revision or
comprehensive plan amendment

;

that the planning commission has been
working on for over a year. Through a
multitude of sparsely attended community meetings, participants have discussed the ins and outs of different
planning recommendations, reviewing
colored maps and charts and pages upon
pages of text. Suddenly, seemingly out of
nowhere, massive opposition erupts as
rumors spread around town about what
they are about to do to us.
Why does this happen, and whar can
be done about it? The art of public par-

ticipation has been extensively described
in planning publications, and much has
been written about the techniques of participation, such as written surveys, public workshops, multi-day charrerres,
citizen advisory committees, and other

techniques designed to elicit public
input. These are all useful tools, but
unless they successfully engage the community, they will fall short of their goals.

This article describes and iliustrates
some of the key ingredients in a success-

lul planning process that builds "from
the ground up." Good planning is neither strictly top-down nor bottom-up.
Rather. it requires ellective management
at the top to excite the imagination and
interest of the community at large, along
with a genuine openness to citizens' concerns and suggestions.

When solutions are "pre-cooked" and

then pushed through an approval
process usingpublic relations rather than

public engagement, they usually fail.
Problem definition and solution must
emerge through a well-managed public
process that involves people in a meaningful way. This is not easy to do. The
secret, if there is one, is to directly engage

citizens at a heart-felt level on matters in

PLANNING

Joel Russell

which they and their families have

a

stake, using language that they can readily understand. While this ls no guarantee of success it certainly improves the
odds of a good outcome.

development, the need to protect environmental resources, and the need for
housing for people involved in farming a panoply of issues not usually considered to be agricultural start to be seen as
interconnected and important.
Put differently, a strong purpose that
excites people can become the "entry
point" that gets the whole community

A structured, open process is at the
core of the "Keep Farming"@ program
developed by the Glynwood Cenrer,
a non-profit located in New York's Hudson Valley. Qf s". page 4. Keep Farming
has helped several area communities
develop and run successful planning
efforts. This article describes eight of
the key elements of the program's
approach, wth examples from one of the
involved communities, the Town of

Chatham, New York.

l.

Have a Clear Purpose in Mind

involved and motivated to engage in a
much more comprehensive process as
the connections between issues become
apparent. This can more effectively
mobilize the community than the conventional approach which focuses on
breaking the process into discrete planning categories such as housing, economic development, transportation,
education, energy, and environment,
and developing separate plan elements
for each.
While a focus on "functional" plan elements seems a logical way [o proceed, it
often dilutes citizen interest in the
process. It also may result in misallocating
resources to material that has little interest

to most citizens, while neglecting the
more important task of tailoring the plan

Unless planning engages people,
it will not accomplish much beyond the
production of the proverbial "plan on

can always be restructured to fit the con-

a shelf." Planning processes driven by a
state mandate or a vague notion that
"we need a plan" are usually less effec-

ventional "elements." But as a matter of
process, preparing compartmen talized
functional plans is not usually a way to

tive than those that focus on issues

exciie people about planning.

of most importance to members of the

The resonant entry point issue will
vary from one place to another. While in
exurban areas of the Hudson Valley it has
often been agriculture, in other communities it may be economic development

communit;z
When a planning process is driven by
a strong sense of purpose and is wellmanaged, broader connections will also

gradually become apparent, and the
process will itself become more comprehensive. For example, while a planning
effort may initially focus on how to preserve farmland, those involved may
come to see how preserving farms ties
together with the need for economic
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to the community's deeply felt needs.

If necessary or required by law,

a plan

and jobs, urban design and historic
preservation, affordable housing, sustainability, energy-efficiency, or transitoriented development. The key question

to ask is "what are people most concerned and excited about?"
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During the planning process people

The lown ol Charham. Neu \ork
( popularion +.200), is an exurban

community about 30 miles southeast of Albany.
It is facing strong development pressures. Over
one-quarter of Chatham's 33,500 acres is in agri-

cultural use. Two-thirds of the town's active
farmland, about 5,000 acres, is used for commodity dairy farming, a secror parricularly at
risk. Other tlpes of farming include beef, horse,
sheep, alpaca, goat, produce, and mixed-production farms.
With its comprehensive plan over 30 years
o1d, and facing increased development, town
officials decided to updare the plan. Bur rhe

town struggled for lB months on efforts to
revise the plan before deciding ro work with the
Glynwood Center's Keep Farming program, By

focusing on farmland protection, the program
resonated wlth the strong desire of many residents to sustain an agriculturai base in order to
maintain the town's rural character. Town officials felt that the Keep Farming program would
raise awareness of the rmportance of agriculture

in maintaining this rural idenrity and would
rnspire the kind of dedlcation needed to move
from talk to action.

2. Strike a Chord that Excites People
Let's face it, planning issues as conventionally presented to the public are
often just plain boring. Charts and statistics, along with generic lists of goals,
objectives, strategies, actions, and metrics do not engage peoples passions. To
succeed, a planning process must be tied
to something people realTy care about,
expressed in terms they understand (e.g.,

jobs, teachers, major developments,
farmland). Basing a community planning
process on what people want tather t]narl
what they fear can create a more constructive climate in which to plan.

^ ln the Chalham Keep Farming
/AqIrll program. the chord rhat really
excited people was the economic importance of agriculture in the community and
the opportunity to connect to local food. As

the local volunteer coordinator of the
Chatham Keep Farming program said, "Its
when people find out what farms and farmers mean to the local economy that they
really start to pay attention."
The concept of an interwoven food system was new to many residents. It transformed the way they saw farming and land.
Keep Farming helped them see how agricuiture, food, and many seemingly unrelated
businesses and act ivi t ies r.l ere interconnected in one economic web, and brought out
the central role agriculture played in their
econom)z
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also found that the changing ownership pat-

terns of land could threaten their access to

local food and the viability of farming.
Research during the planning process
showed that 60 percenr of the land being
farmed was owned by non-farmer iandowners. Town residents had not previously real-

ized this. Neither the farmers nor their
neighbors wanted to see this farmland leave
active production. But the issue was framed

in a positive way: "how can we actively
work together to keep local farming
viable?"

3. Provide Leadership for
Effective Action

included four rown officials (in addirion to
the Town Councii liaison) a farm animal
veterinarian, and a staff member of the
Coiumbia Land Conservancy. The steering
committee provided overall leadership to
the program, actively promoted it in the
communitv attended significant commu-nity meetings, and made sure that its goals
were fulfilled.
Throughout the process a Glynwood
staff member provided training on organizing the community She served as a resource
to the community leader and to members of
the steering committee, and helped to
ensure that the process remained open and
transparent.

Community leadership is a key ingredient of success. If a project is to move
beyond meetings of a group of wellintentioned people, leadership is needed
to spur action. But true leadership is not

about control, it is about inspiration,
empowerment, openness, and effective

4. Engage Local Talent and Culture

Communities that can afford staff
and/or consultants often make the mistake of lealrng most of the process up to

these professionals, and do not draw
upon the resources of the community
itself. The more a plan or ordinance aris-

The community's political leadership

from the active participation and skillful contributions of local experts and

needs to endorse and back the planning

ordinary citizens, the better it will be

process, but not try to control it or its
outcome. Otherwise, there will usually
be pushback and ultimare failure. When

tailored to the community's needs.

es

management.

local officials stand back and entrust
Ieadership roles to others with credibility
in the community, the result is often
more broadly supported (more on this in
point 8). It's worth noting here that a
good outside consultant can help to
structure a process that empowers the
local community to take effective action
and to help a group of dedicated residents take a leadership role in the plan,
ning process (more about consultants in
point 6).

5,qll|ll

Chatham's Town Supervisor (the
equivalenr ol a mayor) "blessed"
the Keep Farming planning process and
then appointed a Town Council member to
serve as a iiaison to the program. A local
volunteer leader then carried the ball. This
individual (who happened to be a management consultant specializing in organizational behavior) understood the importance

The temptation ro rely heavily upon
paid outside consultants, who often use a
cookie-cutter one-size-fits-ali approach,
should be resisted in favor of drawing
upon the local talent pool wherever possible. Nevertheless, lhere are important,
but clearly delineated, roles for staff and
consultants to play One role has already
been noted (i.e., supporting local volunteers and the steering committee), others
are discussed in point 6 below.

5.qllllt

ln Charham. as already noted. ir
was criricallv rmporranr that local

farmers were engaged

in the planning

process. The Keep Farming program active-

ly involved farmers and others with a business or personal connection to farming as
much as possible. They were the, real
expert5 on local conditions. crops./soils.
markets, infrastructure, and what does and
does not work on the land and in the marketplace. it also brought in others who were
not directly involved in agriculture, but had
a srake

in it.

of having farmers involved and brought

Others who were helpful in both sup-

eight farm leaders onto the program steer-

porting and facilitating rhe process included
representatives of the area iand trust (the
Columbia Land Conservancy) and the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, as well as the Berkshire-Taconic Foundation (which also provided funding for

ing committee. Participation by

these

farmers sent a message to other farmers
that the program was important, and as a
result many joined the steering committee
and attended the community meetings.
Other members of the steering committee

COMMISS]ONERS
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the process is about citizens planning
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Chatham.s outreach brochures). Other locai

their future together in a way that

talent included business leaders and resi-

strengthens the civic culture of the com-

dents with expertise in media and communications.
The broad cross section of residents,
farmers, and non-farmers involved with the
Chatham project made it possible to have a
conversation with a variety of stakehoiders
in which no single viewpoint dominated the
discussions. As one resident put it, "the program made us more tolerant of each other's

munity

priorities."

5. Make Effective Use of Volunteers

In Charham. the Keep farming
program put volunteers ro uork
by giving them meaningfui and clearly

5.g^
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defined tasks, deadlines, and recognition for
performance. ln order to do this, Glynwood
staff made sure that the volunteer efforts

were well-managed, using a skilled iocal
coordinator.

a

methodology for engaglng residents on vo1unteer teams. These teams go into the community to gather data, talk to local farmers,
and assess the overall value of agriculture to
the local and regional economy, as rvell as its

ing a vicious cycle in which the more
people think that the result is predetermined, the fewer people get involved. In

tem, environment, and character.
Keep Farming seeks to ensure that participans do not waste their time n'ith more
committee meetings than necessary. Volunteers are given real work, especiall,v research
and fact-gathering about farming and the

this case, the pians recommendations are

local economy This not only provides

more likely to be one-sided and shot

inialuable information. it give: particrpants
first-i'rand knowledge of the facts, breaks
through conflrcts based upon uninformed
opinions, and connects people u-ith others
they might other$.ise never get lo knosl As
one farmer commented, ''I cannot believe
hon hard the teams r.orked to gather the
information in an effort to try and help the
farmers." Another said, "Keep Farming
showed that there are folks in our midst

are given clearly delineated tasks that
make sense to them, draw on their talents, and empower them to shape the

outcome, they will feel valued, work
hard, and produce good results.
In addition to the usuai corps of adult
volunteers lound in every community. it
helps to involve students of all ages, as
they often have unique insights into their
community. This also serves to train the
next generation o[ citizens. An additional
benefit is that by engaging students you
may end up involving their parents (who

represent a broad cross-section of the
community).
Perhaps the most important benefit of
using volunteers is that it changes perceptions that planning is a government
process engaged in by "them." Rather,
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are used to:

.

Provide technical expertise that is not

structure and methodology for the project and lts volunteers.
. Provide discrete tasks and help estab-

contribution to the communitvs food sys-

It is important to manage volunteers
if they spend too many hours spinning their wheels trying to figure out
what to do, the process wiil run out ol
energy. This is where leadership and
competent outside consuiting or staff
work can help enormously lf volunteers

income.
Outside consultants can be critical to
the success of a planning process if they

teers. as r,vell as written resource materials
including a detailed Keep Farmrng work-

process. As a result, the plans ultimate
recommendations will have greater community buy-in. Too often, the opposite
happens: a small number of insiders try
to control a pre-conceived agenda, creat-

well.

other consulting projects which repre-

sent a substantial portion of their

available in the community.

book. The workbook clearly outiines

down when they go public.

justifiably) balk at large assignments
which would require them to forego

Glynrvood staff also provided tralning
for recruiting and organizing the volun-

If you are able to excite people, you
also attract volunteers. Your local
volunteers, in turn, will get even more
people excited and involved in the

will

unteers, and most will volunteer up to a
point. However, they will usually (and

who are attempting to understand the issues
we face."

6. Use Consultants Effectively
Except in the case of purely technical

issues,

it is a major mistake to turn a

planning project over to a consultant in

its entirety. Not oniy does this

add
tremendous cost. it also reduces the likelihood of community suppofi.

Sometimes there are local experts
who are qualified to be consultants. Such
local talent can provide the best quality

consulting work if the local expert is
truly qualified, well-respected, and
objective. Local experts know the communlty best and may have working relationships with key players. They will
often work for discounted rates as a community service. It may be tempting to try
to get such people to do the work as vol-

. Provide

a recommended organizational

lish realistic timelines.
. Offer an outside perspective, neutrality,
faciiitation, and even medialion where
necessary

.

Ensure that work is done in compli-

ance

with relevant laws, regulations, and

grant requirements.
75.a1- The Keep farnring progratn offers

'fiill

a rorm or outsloe consur.ng a5srstance that embodies the first four points
bulleted above, empowering citizen volunteers to be more effective. In Chatham.
Glynwood staff also connected residents
working on the plan with their counterparts

in the nearby towns. This provided valuable
information, especially about drafting special state legislation to enable the Town to
estabiish a "Community Preservatron
Fund" using a 2 percent real estate transfer
fee for purchasing development rights.

Glynwood sometimes recommends
bringing in outside technical experts at
appropriate points when needed. For examp1e, I.,r'as brought in as a consultant to conduct a training session about different land
use strategies and how thel' might or might
not n.ork ln Chatham. This helped to catalyze the work that resulted in the Community Presen'ation Fund legislation.

7. Build Tiust and Work
With Those Most Affected

Trust is the single most importanl
achievement in any planning process, it
is a precondition for successful action.
Trusl between people who had not
known each other before, and between
citizens and their leaders, is an essential
element of successful democratic participation. A11 affected and interested citizens must be able to participate. This
requires a significant effort to recruit
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those who are habitually distrustful of
government or who usually just do not
get involved in community affairs.

The diversity of farming sectors began
to be seen as a benefit to farmers as well as
the community.
As the largesr dairy larmer
,,*.
in rhe commuhit\pur ir. 'one rhing Keep

Establishing trust also requires a truly

Farming djd was h\lp me get ro know my
neighbors and realize that other farmers

open-ended participation process that
does not seek to achieve any pre-con-

it is difficult
for planners to maintain this kind of
ceived outcome. Sometimes

open agenda, especially when their wellconceived plans have been muscled aside

in the past by citizen protest or special
interest lobbpng. Building trust requires
a leap of faith that a well-managed open
process can produce a positive result and
will not spin out of control. It is tempting
to use the public process as a means to
obtain political cover for a pre-ordained
planning agenda, rather than as a forum
for open decision making. This is ulti-

mately self-defeating because it erodes
community trust.
An open process, where the discus,
sion is structured and disciplined but the
outcome is not predetermined, can be
used to build trust and solve any com-

have the same issues

I do."

Another surprise was the emergence of
agricultural economics as the most exciting
feature of the project. This probably would
not have surfaced without a truly open
process in which the research on farming
and economics was conducted by volunteer
stakeholders rather than by an outside plan-

ning consultant.
By building trust within the framework
of a well-structured open process, the volunteers working on Keep Farming were
able to develop action agendas designed to
address multiple issues, including protection of farmland, farm product marketing,
water quaiity concerns, housing needs, and
i

n

lrastruct ure demands.

into diflerent interest groups and fac-

implemented.

from the Keep Farming initiative as the agri-

subject that interests them most and end
up talking primarily to people who agree
with them. It helps ro mix people up.
This, in turn, can lead to a more compre-

have a more conventional structure based
upon "plan elements-" The Keep Farming
recommendations now serve as an impor-

hensive view of problems and their

tant part of the roadmap to the town's

solutions.

future. In order to ensure that these recom,
mendations were carried out, the Town

5,gIrdl

program lorged new connections

between farmers and non-farmers that
made possible breakthrough understanding
and solutions to problems in the local agri-

cultural economy and food system. One
surprise was that different kinds of farmers

- dairy

horse, beef, poultry vegetabie, fruit,
and tree didn't often talk to one another.
So it became important not oniy to connect

AqIllll

The Town ol Chatham adopred rhe

results and recomnrendat ions

cultural section of the Chatham Comprehensive PIan, which ultimately came to

Board established the Chatham Agricuitural
Partnership (CAP) to oversee implementa,

tion. The CAf; with funding from the New
York Department of Ag & Markets, recently
completed a draft Chatham Farmland Pro,

tection

P1an.

PLANN]NG

This Plan builds upon the

Keep Farming recommendatlons.

Suuurxc Up:

-

farmers with non-farmers, but also to connect farmers with each other.

and attorney based
No

rthampton.

M assac h

in
u-

setts. His practice is national

in

scope, Jocusing on

grow

th, and

smalt

ation,
consensus building, and
drafting land use regulations to implement plans.
Russellhas written all or part of t'fry zoning codes.
I

c

ons ery

Keep Farming built rust among rhose
who had not known or trusted one
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The author also wants to thanh Yirginia Kasinhi

ludy Labelle of the Glynwood Center who

valuable comments on drat'ts of this article.

Tukirg
a Closer

Look
Reprint
Sets
o Food,
Farmland,

&

tions. When offered the opportunity to
sit on trcommittee with a particular subject matter, most people will pick the

ln Chatham. rhe Keep Farming

a

land use planning consultant

read, provided information on Chatham, and gat,e

task of making sure that the plan is

are
often better ideas because they have been
generated and tested by the "wisdom of
the crowd."

Joel S. Russell, Esq., is

not require complete consensus, but

break down the "silos" that divide people

build trust and gain traction, they

decisions through listening, research,
and action. In so doing, it has built
democracy "from the ground up. 1

and

The trust-building process has to

addition, ideas that emerge through open
processes are not only more likely to

process designed to make wise collective

8. Build Political Will and Support
Action requires political will. It does
there must be enough of a shared community vision to empower political leaders to take actions that are necessary to
achieve community goals. Having an
effective citizen-based planning process
helps build the political will and community support needed to produce results.
Political wiil that leads to successful
action also requires follow-through and
monitoring by a group charged with the

munity problem more effectively. In

another, using talented volunteers to
gather information and engage in a civic
project that built relationships while
solving problems. Most imporrantly, ir
mobilized both political and citizen leaders to engage in an open, structured

Open Space

Clties and
towns are

looking to understand and
improve thelr loca1 food systems, by
examining how and where food is grown,
distributed. and consumed. Communities
are also recognizing the need to plan for
open space as a way to presewe sensitive
areas and maintain water quality. The deslre

to preserve productive farmland and open
space has prompted planners to explore a
range of techniques - discussed in this

booklet. For detailed contents and to order
go to: http://pcj.typepad.com/ (right hand

coiumn).
This is just one of our attractively bound
Taking a Closer Look reprint collections.
Other sets include: Basic Planning Tools;
Ethics; Planning Law; Transportation;
Housing; Downtowns; Smart Growth;
and Design 6t Aesthetics.
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